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ABSTRACT  

Apart from Papua New Guinea, the Pacific Islands are not set on continental shelves. 
Outer reef slopes quickly give way to the abyss and the area available for inshore fishing 
is thus limited. Even so, counting the potential local market value of subsistence fisheries, 
the Pacific Islands produce around US$250,000,000 worth of fish and invertebrates per 
year, amounting to around 100,000 tonnes. About 80% of this production is by rural 
villages and never enters the cash economy. Although each country has preferred and 
high-volume species, the typical catch is very heterogeneous, consisting of 200 or more 
fish and invertebrate species caught on a regular basis.  

Pacific Island inshore fisheries were not actively managed by Governments until recently. 
A longstanding tradition of resource allocation by coastal villages has always been taken 
for granted and overfishing is not yet a serious problem in most areas. Legal measures 
were designed to prevent major damage with a minimum of institutional resources. More 
recent Government interventions have resulted from the need to manage export fisheries, 
and fisheries involving foreign fishing effort or capital, which tend to bypass existing 
community measures and resource-ownership systems.  

One of the main research areas for Pacific Islands inshore fisheries management in the 
near future is the development of management regimes that take advantage of existing 
jurisdictional competences of rural communities but take into account modern fishing 
practices and modern markets (particularly the cash economy).  

INTRODUCTION  

The main purpose of this talk to the 3rd Australian Fisheries Managers Conference (apart 
from its novelty value) is not so much to describe Pacific Island fisheries - I will try to 
cover that in as few sentences as possible - as to describe some aspects of the "Pacific 
Way" of managing access to fisheries. I want to try and address the question: "What can 
Australian fisheries managers learn from the Pacific Islands"?  



I think you will find, as I continue, that it depends very much on your point of view. 
From one angle, Australian institutional fisheries management is two to three decades 
ahead of most of the Pacific Islands, thus there may be absolutely nothing of value you 
can learn. Both the old Australian and the more recent Pacific Island fisheries 
departments were set up on the same model. But from another angle, the Pacific Islands 
are unique in several ways, and have already gone through some problems that countries 
like Australia are only just starting to come to terms with.  

Resource ownership is an obvious example. The Pacific Islands had absolutely no 
conceptual problems when it came to implementing 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zones 
in the 1970's. Coastal community ownership of marine resources has always been a basic 
concept in the Islands, and it was only a small step from community ownership to Coastal 
State ownership. And because customary fishing rights ownership has been 
institutionalised in several countries there may be some lessons to be learned when 
Australia considers the issue of native title.  

There are other examples, such as the bLche-de-mer fishery, where recent exploitation 
levels in the Pacific Islands have been much higher than in Australia, not so much 
because access to the Australian fishery is more restrictive, but because Pacific Island 
collection and processing costs are so much lower. As Pacific Island stocks are depleted, 
it becomes more economic to operate in countries like Australia, and Australian fisheries 
managers may learn something of value from studying how such fisheries have 
progressed through the Pacific.  

STATUS OF PACIFIC ISLAND INSHORE FISHERIES  

To set the scene, I will talk a little about Pacific Island fisheries in general.  

In Table 1 are details of what we think the coastal fishery is worth for the Pacific Islands 
as a whole. At the South Pacific Commission we usually define the coastal fishery as 
everything apart from tuna, so these figures include all the reef fish, molluscs and 
crustaceans, holothurians, and even sea-hares. These figures do not yet include the 
growing aquarium fish export trade and do not include aquaculture and sea farming. 
Cultured black pearl production in French Polynesia and the Cook Islands is worth well 
over AU$150 million annually. I am not going to consider tuna production in Pacific 
waters here because it is a very different fishery in terms of management, and is carried 
out overwhelmingly by distant water fishing vessels.  

Going back to Table 1, the total production of Pacific Island coastal fisheries is worth 
roughly US$250 million (AU$380 million) and weighs around 100,000 tonnes (although 
this figure would be a little larger if converted entirely to whole-"fish" equivalent). There 
are about 62 million Pacific Islanders, although this includes 4 million in Papua New 
Guinea, most of whom live inland.  

If you want to make a comparison, I don't have accurate figures for the value of the 
Australian fishery, but I understand from the Commonwealth book on Australian 



Fisheries Resources (Kailola et al., 1993) that the domestic commercial catch weighs in 
at around 200,000 tonnes and is worth about A$1,500 million. I also understand from 
sitting in on the recreational fisheries workshop that the volume of the non-commercial 
fishery is around 60,000 tonnes, and that 4 million recreational fishermen throw a line out 
at least once a year.  

The entire Pacific Island production comes from small-scale fishing. It is very difficult to 
separate subsistence fishing from small-scale commercial fishing and just about everyone 
who fishes eats part of the catch and sells or barters part of it. There is very little non-tuna 
industrial fishing in Pacific Island coastal zones (except, again, for Papua New Guinea) 
and almost no sport-fishing. Recreational fishing is a tourist activity.  

 
                                                            
Table 1: Mean annual coastal fisheries production in the South                         
Pacific 1989-92 (SPC work area)                             
                                                            
Estimated Catch                         Weight   Nominal    
                                         (mt)     Value     
                                                  (US$)     
                                                            
Commercial reef and deep slope fish      10,476 26,034,723  
Commercial coastal pelagics               4,419 14,708,216  
Commercial estuarine fish                 1,586  4,280,170  
Commercial crustaceans                    1,903 15,343,502  
Commercial beche-de-mer (10% fresh wt)    1,717 12,371,240  
 Commercial trochus-, greensnail-,         2,147  8,688,686  
pearl- shell                                                
Total commercial catch                   24,609 83,353,790  
Total subsistence catch                  80,049 160,323,747                            
7  
                                                            
Total coastal fisheries catch           104,658 243,677,346 

 

(Adapted from Dalzell & Adams, 1994)  

In terms of sustainability, overall, the supply generated by Pacific Island coastal fisheries 
appears to be equal to local demand, and most of the population increases of recent years 
have been in urban areas where increased protein demands are being met mainly from 
non-fishery or imported fish sources, rather than placing a proportionately increased 
pressure on local reef resources. Local reef fish are an expensive commodityCvirtually an 
urban luxuryCin most of the Pacific Islands. Where access to the sea is limited and 
families can not go fishing for themselves, it is cheaper to buy imported temperate fish 
(like hoki from New Zealand, or frozen mackerel from Asia for canning) than to buy 
local reef-fish. However, the total Pacific island human population doubled in the last 30 
years and is projected to double again in the next 30 years, so artisanal fishing pressure 
will inevitably increase.  

 



                                                                              
Table 2:  Mean annual subsistence and commercial production from 
coastal      
          fisheries in the South Pacific between 1989 and 1992                
 

 
                                                                                   
Country        Subsistence  Nominal   Commercial   Value      Total     
Nominal    
                             Value                 (US$)    fisheries    
Value     
                fisheries    (US$)    fisheries             production   
(US$)     
                production            production                (t)                
                    (t)                   (t)                                      
                                                                                 
American Samoa         215    814,238         52    178,762        267    
993,000  
Cook Islands           858  3,047,863        124    314,491        982  
3,362,174  
FSMicronesia         6,243 11,237,400        646  1,502,296      6,889 
12,739,696  
Fiji                16,200 40,117,924      6,506 18,979,880     22,706 
59,097,804  
French               3,108 12,432,000      2,891 15,573,555      5,999 
28,005,555  
 Polynesia                                                                          
Guam                   472  1,935,632        114    433,894        586  
2,369,526  
Kiribati             9,084 13,373,667      3,240  4,770,000     12,324 
18,143,667  
Marshall             2,000  3,103,213        369    714,504      2,369  
3,817,717  
 Islands                                                                            
Nauru                   98    219,600        279    628,605        377    
848,205  
New Caledonia        2,000  7,344,417      1,032  4,833,410      3,032 
12,177,827  
Niue                   103    471,504         12     54,720        115    
526,224  
Northern               202    826,685        120    493,601        322  
1,320,095  
 Marianas                                                                           
Palau                  750  1,805,192        736  2,412,071      1,486  
4,217,263  
Papua New           20,588 41,176,000      4,966 22,096,908     25,554 
63,272,908  
 Guinea                                                                             
Pitcairn                 8     16,000          0          0          8     
16,000  
 Islands                                                                            
Solomon             10,000  8,405,660      1,150  4,343,811     11,150 
12,749,471  
 Islands                                                                            
Tokelau                191    104,509          0          0        191    
104,509  



Tonga                  933  1,901,208      1,429  2,806,641      2,362  
4,707,849  
Tuvalu                 807    657,781        120     97,811        927    
755,592  
Vanuatu              2,045  1,953,360        467  1,514,364      2,512  
3,467,724  
Wallis &               862  4,310,000        138  1,285,400      1,000  
5,595,400  
 Futuna                                                                             
Western Samoa        3,281  5,070,074        219    319,066      3,500  
5,389,140  
 
Total               80,048 160,323,927    24,610 83,353,790    104,658 
243,677,346 
 

(Adapted from Dalzell & Adams, 1994)  

 

In Table 2 we have broken down the production by country. It is noticeable that, 
particularly when you take into account the nominal value of subsistence fishery 
production, coastal fisheries form a large percentage of the gross national product of 
some countries. For example, Kiribati=s GNP is only A$43 million but its annual 
fisheries catch is nominally worth A$27 million. As another example, trochus shell is 
Wallis and Futuna=s only export.  

The major point when considering the management of access to Pacific Island coastal 
fisheries is the huge importance of the sea when it comes to putting protein on the family 
table, particularly in rural and outer island areas. Apart from Papua New Guinea (which 
is not really a Pacific Island in fisheries terms), the vast majority of people live by the 
sea. Seafood consumption figures of over 200kg per person per year (over 2 kilogramme 
per day) have been recorded for atoll-dwelling populations (e.g. Coyne et al., 1984). I=m 
not sure how much fish Australians eat, but in Britain it averages only 18kg per person 
annually (and that is only because eating fish and chips is a matter of national pride). And 
as we illustrated in Table 1, 80% of the fish landed by the Pacific Islands is to the 
subsistence sector and never goes to market. In other words, in the Pacific Islands, 
virtually everyone fishes. In the rural areas, virtually everyone has to fish, just as they 
have to grow their own vegetables.  

PACIFIC ISLANDS FISHERIES MANAGEMENT  

Access to the fishery, thus, has a slightly different flavour from countries like Australia, 
where you have a well-established commercial fishing sector putting the majority of 
food-fish on the family table via the market, and where the majority of recreational 
fishers would not starve if access was restricted. However, the subsistence sector is not 
the only Pacific Islands coastal fisheries sector, and there are several fisheries where 
other considerations alter the scope of management, particularly export fisheries. I would 
like to expand on a few examples, from the point of view of access.  



Customary fishing rights  

It is because a large percentage of the rural community have some interest and stake in 
fishing that community management is a feasible option in many Pacific Islands. There 
are always reports coming in to the chief on what is happening on the fishing grounds, 
and the majority of the community has a direct interest in seeing that the supply of food-
fish is maintained. There are well established village mechanisms for discussing 
problems, for making decisions, and punishing offenders (usually by loss of face, or 
standing, in the community). One of the great advantages of customary community 
management is the burden that it takes off government, but it can also be more 
appropriate for the maintenance of many reef-fishery stocks, where the Aunit stock@ for 
those species with short larval stages is at the level of the individual reef. I believe that 
one should try to tailor the scale of the management authority to the scale of the stock, for 
example, regional management for highly migratory species like tuna, and local reef 
management for sedentary, short-larval stage species like trochus (Adams, in press).  

I don't just say this because I worked there for ten years, but I think that Fiji could be a 
very good example for studying how native title can work in practice. Fiji had a colonial 
history that was not too dissimilar to Australia's. However, in Fiji the British didn't really 
have ambitions to make a lot of money out of the islands (in fact, they weren't too happy 
about being asked to take over the administration of the country in the first place in 
1874), and because of that they took their guardianship rôle for the Fijians fairly 
seriously. When large-scale immigration occurred in Fiji, it was by Indian indentured 
labourers and there was absolutely no conflict of interest for the Administration when 
they enacted statutes in the 1890's to legally protect native customary fishing rights. 
Unlike Australia, Fiji has had an unbroken tradition of customary marine tenure by 
indigenous people, and unlike most other Pacific Island countries (which haven't had the 
stimulus of large-scale immigration) this has been codified in law for nearly 100 years.  

In Fiji, as in most Pacific Island countries, coastal villages control an area of reef or 
lagoon contiguous with their land holdings. In fact, as far as most Pacific Islanders are 
concerned, land and sea are indivisible, and they have great problems accepting the 
western concept of the sea belonging to the state or to the Crown. In Fiji, a Native 
Fisheries Commission was set up to arbitrate, settle and record all claims to customary 
fishing grounds, and the title of the chief responsible for that area is recorded in the 
Register of Native Fishing Rights. Since the system is still dynamic - clans die out, new 
clans are created, and boundaries have not yet been completely fixed by surveyors, the 
Commission is kept busy with disputes and hearings. At last count, Fiji had 411 different 
traditional fishing grounds covering every single river, reef and lagoon in the country.  

Under law, these fishing grounds are technically areas where the registered Fijian fishing 
rights owning clan have the right to obtain fish for subsistence purposes. The law requires 
that they be consulted by the Administration before any licences to fish by outsiders are 
issued for that area, and that they can advise that certain species, sub-areas, types of 
fishing gear or time of year, be prohibited to that licence-holder.  



In practice, even though it has the legal authority, the Fisheries Department will never 
issue an external fishing licence over a customary fishing rights area without the explicit 
written approval of the registered owner, and will normally endorse any management 
measure that the owner suggests. (Though I did have an argument once with a chief who 
wanted to ban tourist diving because he reckoned the bubbles scared the fish). Also, it is 
common practice for registered owners to charge a cash fee to non-Fijians for this 
approval, from $50-2,000, and this is a development of the traditional sevusevu or 
approach to the chief with a gift.  

The law does not restrict access to customary fishing grounds for recreational or 
subsistence fishing by outsiders at the present time, provided fishing nets or fish traps and 
wiers are not used, but in practice the informal permission of the registered owners is 
usually sought. Each fishing rights area has the right to nominate an honorary fish warden 
to patrol the area, and escort offenders to the nearest fisheries office or police station. 
This is an unpaid position, but carries standing in the community and so is its own 
reward. Some wardens are not above extracting a levy of fish from fishermen using the 
area though.  

During my time with the Fiji Fisheries Division, the biggest problems that I had to deal 
with in relation to traditional fishing rights were not so much over access by 
outsidersCthe system seemed to cope with that fairly well, but from disputes over 
boundaries. Where a cash fishery was involved, particularly the small aquarium coral 
export fishery on Eastern Viti Levu, there were continual fights between neighbouring 
fishing rights areas over coral collection sites. The only real disputes with outsiders came 
when open water fishermen trolling along the outer margin of the reef used to get 
hijacked by villagers at spearpoint. This was because different areas had different 
concepts of the extent of traditional fishing grounds. The law was ambiguous on this 
point, but it was generally accepted in legal circles that the outer limit of traditional 
fishing grounds should be at low water mark on the outer face of the reef.  

The main problem that Fiji will eventually have to face over traditional fishing rights 
ownership is the meaning of the word "ownership" itself. The law unequivocally 
recognises the State as the owner of the seabed and, by implication the water column and 
everything in it. What the law recognises in relation to customary fishing rights is the 
ownership of the right to take fish from the area of State sea ownership. This is contrary 
to traditional law, which considers that villages have absolute title to the sea and its 
resources. Indeed, many Fijian villages exercise this traditional view to the extent of 
banning access by surfers and transiting small boats, and charging "fishing rights 
goodwill fees" to dive shops and sightseers. This has been causing problems for several 
years now, and needs to be settled one way or the other, especially if tourism growth is 
affected.  

Export Fisheries  

But the traditional type of marine tenure only really works as a sustainable resource 
management tool in the Pacific Islands for the local subsistence food fishery. Luckily this 



still covers most reef and lagoon fisheries and most of the species found on the reefs and 
in the lagoons, but the system tends to break down where export fisheries are concerned. 
By export fisheries, I mean those species for which local people have little use and thus 
money can be made out of exporting them, like sea-cucumber, trochus shell, pearl shell 
and lately, aquarium fish.  

There is surprisingly little financial incentive for exporting most seafoods from the 
Pacific Islands because local commercial prices are often high enough to provide a 
sufficient market. With commodities like mud-crab, lobster, seaweed and most reef-fish, 
the local market will usually absorb all the available production. The most common 
exports of these favoured seafoods are to other Pacific Islands where local stocks have 
been depleted by simple overpopulation. For example, giant clam from Tokelau to 
Western Samoa, parrotfish from Palmerston Atoll to Rarotonga, reef-fish in general from 
Palau and Chuuk to Guam and Saipan. Modern Pacific Islanders in the cash economy are 
still prepared to pay a premium for culturally familiar seafood.  

The horror stories you will hear about "reef-raping" in the Pacific Islands are not about 
these Pacific Island staples, but about species which Pacific Islanders do not care much 
about. There is no denying that the bLche-de-mer boom in Melanesia over the past 
decade has been carried out at levels way beyond the level of immediate sustainability. 
This is obvious from the fact that exporters have to continually shift their target buying 
areas from island to island, and even from country to country. Over the last few years 
they have also been investing in hookah gear and lending it to local fishermen (usually 
untrained) so they can dive deeper to the untouched strata in the stock. This is a fishery 
that is carried out almost exclusively by Pacific Islanders, almost always in their own 
traditional fishing grounds.  

The management that is being practised here is not that of sustainability, as is practised 
for the subsistence food fishery, but of making cash whilst the opportunity presents itself 
(what the distant water fishing nations call optimum utilisation). What is the point of 
conserving something that you don't rely upon? The exporter will only be in the area to 
buy the product if there is a sufficient volume guaranteed and, if this volume only lasts 
for a short time, so what? Pacific Island culture does not usually reward people who try to 
accumulate capital, but rather those who share what they have with the community. There 
is no incentive to set up sustainable business growth, but rather to make enough cash to 
cover your immediate needs, such as fuel for the outboard motor and the children=s 
school fees.  

In the case of bLche-de-mer, the bust that inevitably follows the boom is not considered 
such a tragedy by the community. There will be another windfall source of income next 
year, God willing, and the stock will regenerate itself given time.  

In the case of recruitment-limited, slow-growing organisms like giant clams and turtle 
and large groupers, you will generally find that traditional mechanisms have evolved that 
restrict consumption of these species, such as reserving them for special occasions or for 
the benefit of only a small section of the community, such as chiefs. Unfortunately, in the 



recent past, it has often been the chiefs who have become the most westernised and who 
may consider these resources to be source of income and to remove traditional 
restrictions, not necessarily for personal gain, but for what they see as the good of the 
community.  

The point I am trying to make is that, whilst traditional marine tenure is a workable 
sustainable management measure (given appropriate Government support) for fisheries 
where most of the community is interested in maintaining long-term yields, it cannot 
work for non-subsistence windfall fisheries unless the management regime is 
substantially modified.  

Of course, you have to ask yourself the somewhat heretical question, "do we really want 
to maintain a sustainable fishery here, or would it be better to settle for a regular boom-
bust cycle"? For resources like bLche-de-mer and trochus, most countries have opted to 
take the boom-bust route. For beasts like giant clams and turtles, there may be no 
recovery from the bust within the century, and it becomes a matter of simple 
conservation. There are countries in the Pacific which are kicking themselves because 
they let their stocks of blacklip pearl shell get so low that there is no real hope of starting 
up a pearl-culture industry without first running a massive re-seeding programme.  

One place where the traditional management regime has been modified to account for a 
cash fishery is the trochus fishery at Aitutaki in the Cook Islands (Nash et al. 1995). This 
is also the only place I know of in the Pacific which has tried out the concept of the 
individual transferrable quota. I presume this is because there is a strong New Zealand 
influence, but the Cook Islands have given it a distinctly Pacific flavour. Instead of 
tendering quota to a limited number of commercial trochus fishermen, the Aitutaki Island 
Council accepts that the trochus resource is the common property of every Aitutakean 
and issues a quota, every year, to every head of family on the island. The total allowable 
catch is estimated from a preliminary stock assessment, and usually results in a quota of 
10kg or so to each person. After a round of quota buying and selling, harvesting takes 
place over a period of about a week, and harvesting is closed when the Total Allowable 
Catch has been reached. All of the catch is bought and marketed by the Island Council, 
and any person whose catch exceeds his accumulated quota for that harvest forfeits the 
excess into the community kitty. Because the harvest takes place over such a short period 
the Government fishery managers can be on hand to monitor 100% of the harvest and 
return undersized and oversized shells alive to the reef, and to monitor the approach to 
the TAC. But all decisions are made by the Island Council. The last harvest I was there 
the Council decided to raise the upper size limit by 1cm because a big population of 
oversized shells was building up on the southern face of the barrier reef and inhibiting 
recruitment.  

This is one example where tight control is exercised over a fishery which is completely 
egalitarian in access. But this particular form of control works here only because the 
Aitutaki population is relatively close-knit, and because the fishery can be restricted to 
only a few days per year, making an all-out community effort in fishing, processing and 



management much easier. It helps of course that the fishery manager is personally 
acquainted with every fisherman, woman and child on the island.  

One of our headaches in 1992, when we left Aitutaki, was to try and design some sort of 
management plan, involving both Government and traditional communities, that would 
be applicable to the much more widespread trochus fisheries of Melanesia. In places like 
the Solomons, trochus is indigenous and has long been harvested year-round, so I thought 
it would be very difficult to introduce a short harvest season like Aitutaki. I had brought 
fisheries officers from several other Pacific Islands to observe the Aitutaki trochus 
management plan in action during a harvest and one of them, Moses Amos, returned to 
Vanuatu and made quite a bit of progress.  

Vanuatu maintained an artificially low local buying price for trochus in the 1980's and so 
attracted a lot of investment in shell button manufacture. At one stage Vanuatu had 6 
trochus button factories, and each had been guaranteed a purchase quota of 75 tonnes of 
raw shell each year. For a country whose biggest-ever trochus harvest was 260 tonnes, in 
1978, followed by harvests under 100 tonnes for each succeeding year, this was 
obviously not a conservative development policy, resource-wise.  

One thing that people in Vanuatu are familiar with is the concept of the traditional 
moratorium. Moses was able to persuade many villages to institute moratoria over certain 
trochus reefs, by explaining the problems facing the fishery, by providing information 
about trochus life-histories, and letting the chiefs make the decision. He found in many 
cases that communities offered to impose far longer moratoria than recommended by the 
Fisheries Department following a short stock assessment. The key to tapping this 
community spirit was simply a show of interest by a couple of Government Fisheries 
Officers, who made the effort to follow up regularly with quick resource surveys, 
information, and talks with the community.  

Conclusion  

My take home message is that there is probably not a huge amount that Australian 
fisheries managers can learn from the Pacific Islands - the social aspects of the fishery are 
just too different generally, but there are a few areas where parallels can be drawn, and 
certainly a lot of "experiments" have been tried. Unfortunately, most of these 
management experiments have not been well-monitored, in terms of their effects on the 
status of the resource, and this is one thing that my current work, with the SPC Integrated 
Coastal Fisheries Management Project, will be trying to rectify.  

Even though take-home message is that there is not a huge amount for Australian 
fisheries managers to learn from the Pacific, Australian fishermen obviously think there 
is something to be gained out there, judging by the number of hopefuls I had to deal with 
in Fiji, particularly guys who think there is some kind of lobster Eldorado waiting to be 
tapped (see Adams & Dalzell, 1993). One result of fishery restructuring in Australia, 
New Zealand and Hawaii has been that quite a number of fishermen have been squeezed 
out of the industry, and quite a few of them want to try their luck elsewhere. Its the luck 



of the draw, but when Australia makes its industry more efficient by retaining only its 
first-class fishermen, that means that it may also exporting a lot of second-class 
fishermen.  
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